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PEO DHMS Transformation Vision

PEO DHMS seeks to transform business, technology, and organizational processes to support PEO DHMS emerging as a high performing, technical health care organization. PEO DHMS will pursue acquisitions and relationships with industry and academia that meet all MHS information needs and establish PEO DHMS as a leader in the health information technology industry. PEO DHMS transformation efforts will result in PEO DHMS developing relationships with suppliers of choice and establishing PEO DHMS as the business partner of choice in the health information technology domain.
Goal Alignment: World Class Healthcare

**DHMS**
Drive collaboration and relationships to provide world class, transformative, patient centered healthcare modernization.

**Patient-Centered**
Focus modernization on business processes, technology, and organizational structure that emphasize patient needs.

**Industry**
Develop strategic relationships to become the business partner of choice.

**Partnerships**
Work with healthcare thought leaders to align research and development to support modernization and innovation goals across the entire healthcare space.
PEO DHMS Transformation Focus Areas

Business
- DHMS website launch
- Research best business practices
- Market Research Roadshow

Technology
- Enterprise Software Platform
- Research software developer support/lifecycle approach
- Hire developers

Organization
- Organizational Assessment
- Research/deploy collaboration tools
- Contracting Division
FY-20 Milestones

1. PEO Organizational Assessment
   - DHMS Website
   - RFI 1: How to do better business
   - Better cost/Better proposal training
   - Market Research Roadshow

2. Launch Website
   - Enterprise software platform
     - RFI 3: Developers
     - RFI 4: Deployment Posture
     - RFP: Staffing

3. Establish Software Platform
   - Organizational Assessment
   - RFI 2: New support contract
   - RFP
   - Collaboration Tools Assessment
     - Commercial solution problem statement
   - Contracting Division Setup

4. Organizational Alignment
Organization Transformation Managed Solution

Market Research

Acquisition Documentation

RFP Development

Draft goals, outcomes

Draft criterion, distinguishers

Award Process

Organizational Assessment

Legacy Contracts

Onboard

IOC Phase

FOC

Transition

Our current mission and a vision

Our goals and outcomes

Our goals and outcomes

Our constraints

Our current state: problems, challenges, opportunities, mandatory processes, organization structure

What do we plan to give you?

Our current state: problems, challenges, opportunities, mandatory processes, organization structure
Collaboration Stack Solution

Define Problem

CSO

RFP

Award Process

What do we plan to give you?

- Goals, outcomes, and scope
- Problem statement
- Current state
- Constraints

Our current state: problems, challenges, opportunities, mandatory processes, organization structure
PEO Developer Base

What do we plan to give you?

- Sample problem to showcase developer skill set
- Design principles
- SDK/API Drafts
- Enterprise Service Platform Background

Our current state: problems, challenges, opportunities, mandatory processes, organization structure
MTF-Level Post-Deployment MHS GENESIS Ops

Market Research

Define Problem

Acquisition Plan

RFP: Developers

Award Process

What do we plan to give you?

- MTF data
- Process overview
- Interface documents
- Technical specifications

Our current state: problems, challenges, opportunities, mandatory processes, organization structure
PEO DHMS Transformation Goals: Business

- Reduce B/P expense
- Better bid/no bid decisions
- Better teaming agreements
- Better investing decisions
- Lower barriers to participation

Lower administrative burden to contract.
Better source selection decisions.
Lower barriers to participation.
Better ideas and approaches.
Relationship focused.
Program Executive Office (PEO OHMS) is an acquisition organization with a direct reporting relationship to the Office of the Under Secretary of Defense for Acquisition and Sustainment (OUSO(A&S)), and administratively attached to the Defense Health Agency.

In July 2015, the contract for MHS GENESIS was awarded to the Leidos Partnerships for Defense Health. The Department of Defense (DoD) acquired a widely used state-of-the-art EHR system.

DHMS Website: Coming Soon!
Learn More

Driving the global exchange of all health information

- www.health.mil/dhms
- dha.dhmscomms@mail.mil
- @DoD_EHR
- Defense Healthcare Management Systems